Advisory Services
Helping our Clients realize
their Vision

A healthcare organization’s need to operate efficiently can be an obstacle when new objectives are identified. Rather
than add to a manager’s workload, many organizations choose to lean on MedMatica’s experts whose dedication to
excellence drives successful results.
MedMatica has been helping a wide variety of healthcare organizations be successful for two decades and we pride
ourselves on knowing how to deliver the right people to suit each organization’s challenge.

Strategy Development
When leadership evaluates the direction of an organization, MedMatica has the industry experts
to assess the strategy and goals. Our team provides industry insight and analysis as
recommendations are offered to hospital leadership.
Pre-implementation Planning
When working with an unfamiliar vendor, it is helpful to have assistance/guidance in
evaluating, negotiating, and planning a new contract. MedMatica delivers value for all such
activities that lead to a project’s kick-off and beyond.
System Selection
Evaluating a new system requires analyzing your organization’s unique characteristics.
MedMatica provides an intelligent approach to developing and leading the process of
evaluating your next system.
Consolidation Planning
Acquisitions and mergers are frequent occurrences that present unique challenges. Our
Advisory Services offer guidance in the planning and execution of strategies related to
bringing on new facilities.
Process Engineering
MedMatica provides the expertise for developing workflows to accommodate a new system
configuration. After a HIT system is installed it has to stabilized and, in many cases, optimized.
During these periods, MedMatica leads the configuration and process adjustments to ensure
maximum efficiency and productivity.
Clients enjoy the success that MedMatica fosters through our expert resources and our commitment to customer
satisfaction. MedMatica’s consultants are dedicated to only one Client - you! MedMatica further demonstrates our
commitment to customer satisfaction by assigning Care Managers that ensure delivery of our Client-centric
commitment to each Client.
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